General Assembly - 28th Session
UNHQ, N.Y. 24 September 1973
UN 16mm Original Mag. Stripe Ektachrome
¼" tape: LT-1479 927'

1 ls  Henry Kissinger (US) speaking.  337 337
   mcu

2 mcu  Miguel De La Flor Valle (Peru) speaking in
       Spanish.  473 136

3 ms  Silent cut-aways of delegates seated in hall.  493 20

4 ms  Henry Kissinger at side of hall greeting
       ls  delegates and being seated with delegation.  544 51

5 ls  President Leopoldo Benites (Ecuador) speaking
       in Spanish on agenda. Pan to gv of hall.  586 42

6 ms  Gibson Barboza (Brazil) speaking.  644 58

7 ls  Cut-aways of delegates seated in hall, President
       UNSG and Bradford Morse at podium,
       UN insignia.  740 96

...
8  Is Henry Kissinger (US) walking to podium and speaking.
   ms Also pan to ms and gv of hall.
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N.B.: No 1/4" Sound For Shots 4-8.